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‘There is something about the imaginative control exercised by Hammond, coupled 
with metaphorical daring, that makes you read on. The poetry is wild and unsettling 
but also cool and convincingly modern. This is the poetry of lived experience, but also 
of lived writing. Though seemingly utterly spontaneous it is also very self-aware. As 
if it is the most natural thing in the world, she manages to capture the life of the mind, 
even as it captures the movements of the world. Surprise is the engine of a good poem 
and Emma Hammond never fails to provide this element. She is the real thing.’
 Hugo Williams
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Space

The view across the table leads not to the sea
as the multi-spiked flowers might suggest

but rather towards a piecemeal idea of future life
called ‘I have done it and have a dog called SNIP.’

He is a good dog but Boy does he blend
and run all over chasing a tale or 2
to tell at glitzy parties in his best ruffle.

Well, I’m not sure I have time for that kind of thing;
I have other people’s art to look at
and it takes up a lot of time. I barely

do anything else and my fingers are worn to the
bone — I have blisters from gripping the days in a
semblance of doing... it’s exhausting Son.

While all through this the drought makes mirages
in the shape of space, I shuffle towards them but
like an eyeless magpie miss the glint. Oh my
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it’s probably better to be enrolled, yet the grass
is dead. My therapist has broke her foot and I want
to put her in a litter. I will ask her if this is normal

with my common sense face, and she will say
But what happens when we reach the sea?
in a voice of wonder, of dread.
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Status

Sorley Pinkles has lost his dog. The 
profile is not looking good. Half his head
is missing, you must adjust. Loads of likes —
over a dog... what? My dead

Granny got less than that. Pert in black
& white, her mystery all cached up. Not good
enough. Hashtag awful isn’t it. Nobody
cares. Augustus Caravel uploads

sixteen images. Let’s have a look then. 
Sunset, paella, hotdog legs, gaping wound —
WAIT, what? Waterski, watermelon, water,
blank face, so humour!

PegLeg Loonbucket has tagged me in 5 new
pictures. In 3 I’m the moon, but in others
I am reclining on a chaise longue with a glass
flower in my vagina. I look amazing.

I look amazing, I type in the box. What a night!
PegLeg likes my comment. I know, he writes.
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Looking good hun xxxxx. I flick to his page
and mindlessly browse through 278 profile pics.

He’s so cool I think. What an original. Sorley is
worrying about the dog by posting filtered snaps
in X-pro and that new one, Arctic Storm.
In any case it makes Cracker look arty and wild.

Where did you last see Cracker? I type, but I’m
not sure I care too much tbh. Cracker always 
had too much exposure. No wonder he’s been nicked,
battered to death, stuffed in a wheelie bin.
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Death

Gulfs appear around the 
crockery. Laura Ashley
is a type of Death. Death by
Thank you notes. Death

by balled socks. Cath Kitson is 
a type of illness. Cupcakes are a
coven of witches. Sex is messy.
Seven more sleeps. Weddings:

a type of sleep. You are invited
to the Earth’s core. Pass
the eyeless worm. Death is averted
through children. Ovulate.

Close your legs. Love! Nigella 
is a goddess. Knit your own
manchild. Disapprove. Bake yourself
into a pie of birds. Death

is invisible. It’s all 
about the dress. Skip the bread. 
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Match the cagoules. Decorate the baby. 
Pry open the magazine. Death 

in the washing machine. Death
in the bath bomb. A waterfall of blood
at the school gates. Guard the nucleus.
Ward off demons. Cry

in the dark. Where is your husband? 
Where is ze family? Grieve for your pelvic floor. 
Infiltrate the Relaxing Spa for Me Time. 
Gasp —


